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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a free group and V a characteristic subgroup of F. Then the 
natural homomorphism from F to F/V gives rise to a homomorphism 
1: Aut(F) + Aut(F/I’) 
from the automorphism group of F to the automorphism group of F/V. In 
this paper we shall prove that x is surjective provided that F has infinite 
rank and F/V is nilpotent. 
THEOREM. Let F be a free group of infinite rank and let V be a charac- 
teristic subgroup of F such that F/V is nilpotent. Then every automorphism of 
F/V is induced by an automorphism of F. 
If F and V are as in the statement of the theorem then Vz y,(F) for some 
positive integer c, where y,(F) denotes the cth term of the lower central 
series of F. Since V is characteristic in F, it follows by a result of D. E. 
Cohen [4] that V is fully invariant in F. Thus V= B(F), where !I5 is a 
nilpotent variety of groups and B(F) denotes the corresponding verbal 
subgroup of F. Hence F/V is a relatively free group in 23. (See [9] for 
elementary facts about varieties and related concepts.) 
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The theorem generalises ome known results. The case where V=?,(F) 
is a result of R. G. Swan. Swan’s proof was included in a paper by J. M. 
Cohen [S]. As indicated in [5, Remark, p. 1061, the main step of the proof 
works in greater generality. In fact, an almost identical proof covers the 
case Vz y*(F), although this is not stated in [S]. A closely related result 
had been obtained a few years earlier by Bums and Farouqi [3] who 
proved that if A is a free abelian group of countably infinite rank and p is a 
prime number then every automorphism of A/AP is induced by an 
automorphism of A. Recently, the cases V= y,(F) and V= y4(I;) of the 
theorem were obtained by Gawron and Macedonska [6], but with F 
assumed to have countably infinite rank. 
The situation for free groups of finite rank is quite different. Suppose that 
F has finite rank n and V= y, + 1(F). If n = 1 or c < 2 then every 
automorphism of F/V is induced by an automorphism of F: see [ 11, But, if 
n 2 2 and ca 3 then F/V has automorphisms which are not induced: 
see Cl, 21. 
The theorem will be proved as follows. We shall define a property called 
the “linitary lifting property” and we shall prove the following two results. 
PROPOSITION 1. Every nilpotent variety of groups has the finitary llyting 
property. 
PROPOSITION 2. If 23 is any variety of groups with the finitary lifting 
property and F is a free group of infinite rank then every automorphism of 
F/%(F) is induced by an automorphism of F. 
The abelian case of Proposition 1 is proved in Section 2, and the general 
nilpotent case is proved in Section 3. Proposition 2 is proved in Section 4. 
The proof of the theorem is self-contained (apart from the reference to 
[4] already made). In particular, the proof does not depend upon the work 
of Swan in [S] referred to above. The proof could be shortened slightly by 
using the abelian case of the theorem (implicit in [S]) to reduce 
consideration to those automorphisms of F/V which induce the identity 
automorphism on F/y,(F) V. In this way Section 2 could be eliminated, 
although Propositions 1 and 2 would have to be replaced by similar but 
slightly more complicated results. We have chosen not to do this because 
the proof in Section 2 is quite short and straightforward. 
We conclude this section with the definition of the linitary lifting 
property and some unanswered questions. 
Let F be a free group of infinite rank and let {xi: ie I) be a basis of F. 
(For any relatively free group we use the term “basis” as an alternative to 
“free generating set.“) An automorphism < of F will be called finitary if 
there is a finite subset Q of Z such that xic = xi for all i E I\O. 
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Let ‘23 be a variety of groups and write V= B(F). Suppose that r and A 
are subsets of I such that f n A is empty, A is finite, and I\(f u A) is 
infinite. Let CI be an automorphism of F/V such that (x,V)a =xiV for all 
i E r. We say that the triple (r, A, a) can be lifted if there exists a linitary 
automorphism r of F such that xi< = xi for all in r and (x,[) V = (xi V)cc 
for all iE A. Such a finitary automorphism 5 is called a lifting of (r, A, a). 
We say that B has the finitary lifting property if, for every F of infinite 
rank, every triple (r, A, a) can be lifted. 
It is easy to verify that ‘23 has the linitary lifting property if every triple 
can be lifted in the case where F has countably infinite rank. However, we 
do not know the answers to the following questions. 
QUESTION 1. Zf 23 is a variety such that every automorphism of F/B(F) is 
induced by an automorphism of F, where F is the free group of countably 
infinite rank, does the same hold when F is free of arbitrary infinite rank? 
QUESTION 2. Is there a variety 23 such that, for some free group F of 
infinite rank, there is an automorphism of F/%(F) which is not induced by an 
automorphism of F? ’ 
2. THE ABELIAN CASE 
In this section we shall prove Proposition 1 for abelian varieties of 
groups. 
We shall need a lemma from linear algebra. Let Z be the ring of integers, 
and, for any ring R and any positive integer m, let GL(m, R) be the group 
of units of the ring of all m x m-matrices over R. If n is a positive integer 
and M is a matrix over Z then [M],z denotes the matrix over h/nH 
obtained from M by reducing every entry of A4 modulo n. 
LEMMA 1. Let m and n be positive integers, where n 2 2, and let 
A E GL(m, Z/C!). Then there exists A’E GL(m + 1, Z) such that 
0 
[A’lnz= A 0 , [ 1 *..a* * 
where the asterisks in the last row indicate elements of Z/nil. 
’ No& added in proof The first author and J. R. J. Groves have shown that the answer to 
Question 2 is positive. Details will appear in a paper entitled “On automorphisms of relatively 
free groups.” 
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ProoJ Choose any matrix M over Z such that [M],z = A. By elemen- 
tary linear algebra (see Theorem X.15 of [7]), there exist elements X and Y 
of GL(m, Z) such that XMY is a diagonal matrix. If d,, d2, . . . . d,,, are the 
diagonal entries of XMY then, for each i, di is coprime to n and so there 
exist integers ri and si such that ri d, - sin = 1. Let D = D, D2 . . . D, where, 








(the entries being 0 unless otherwise indicated). It follows that D has deter- 
minant 1 and so D~GL(rn+1,?2). Let A’=X’DY’where 
Then it is easy to verify that A’ has the required form. 
As in Section 1, let F be a free group with infinite basis {xi: i e Z}. For 
every subset D of Z we write F, for the subgroup (xi: i E Q ) generated by 
{xi: iEs2). 
Let ‘23 be an abelian variety of groups. Then B(F) = y*(F) F” for some 
non-negative integer n. Write G= F/B(F), gi= x,‘%?(F) for all iEZ, and 
Gn = ( gi: i E Q ) for every subset Q of I. Since G is abelian it will be 
convenient to use additive notation. Thus G has the Z/n??-basis { gi: i E I>. 
Let Z and A be subsets of Z such that f n A is empty, A is finite, and 
Z\(Zu A) is infinite. Let a be an automorphism of G such that g,a = g, for 
all irz Z. We shall prove that (Z, A, a) can be lifted. Clearly we can assume 
that n # 1 and A is non-empty. 
Since A is finite there exists a finite subset Q of Z such that A c Q and 
G,aEG,. Let A’=(TnQ)uA. Since G=G,,a@G,,,.a, it follows that 
G,.a is a direct summand of G,. Thus Gn has a Z/nZ-basis containing 
{gia: iE A’}. Let this basis be {hi: iEQ}, where h,=g,a for all ie A’. Thus 
hi=g, for all iErnl2. 
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Without loss of generality we may assume that f n 52 = { 1, . . . . r} and 
Q = { 1, . . . . m + r}, where r is a non-negative integer and m is a positive 
integer. We may write 
ttl+r 
hi= C ci,jgj (ldi<m+r), 
j=l 
where C = (c~,~) E GL(m + r, H/HZ). Since hi = gi (1 < i < r), 
where 1, is the r x r identity matrix, 0 is the r x m zero matrix, B is an 
m x r-matrix, and A is an m x m-matrix (or C = A if r = 0). 
Suppose first that n = 0. Let 0 be the automorphism of Gn satisfying 
giO= hi for all i~s2. Thus, with respect to the basis {g,: ~EQ}, 8 is 
represented by the matrix C. By elementary linear algebra (see Theorem 
X.17 of [7]), C may be reduced to the identity matrix by a sequence of 
elementary row and column operations over Z. In fact, C ‘may be reduced 
to the matrix 
1, 0 [ 1 0 A 
by adding suitable multiples of the first r rows to the last m rows, and this 
matrix may be reduced to the identity matrix by elementary row and 
column operations involving only the last m rows and columns. It follows 
that C may be written as a product C= C, C, ... C,, where each CA is an 
elementary matrix whose first r rows are the same as those of the identity 
matrix. The automorphism 8 may be written as a corresponding product 
e=e,e,-..e,. 
It is easy to verify that for each 1 there is an automorphism qn of Fa 
which induces OA on Gn and which satisfies xicpi = xi (1 < i < r). (We can 
take cpi to be a suitable “elementary automorphism”: see Section 3.2 of 
Cfo) Let (P=(Pl(P2”’ cps. Then cp is an automorphism of F, which induces 
0 on G, and satisfies x,cp = xi for all in Tn Sz. Let { be the automorphism 
of F satisfying xi< = x,cp for all i E 0 and xi5 = xi for all i E I\Q. Then r is 
the required lifting of (f, A, a). 
It remains to consider the case where n > 2. With C, B, and A as before, 
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Let B’ be any (m + 1) x r-matrix such that 
CB’lnz= *.“.* 7 [ 1 
where the last row is arbitrary, and let 
1, 0 
C’= g A’ . [ 1 
Thus c’ E GL(m + r + 1, Z) and 
0 [cqnz= [ 1 c ; . *...* * 
Without loss of generality we can assume that m + r + 1 E Z\(Zu 0). Let 
8’ = { 1, 2, . ..) m + r + 1 }. Then c’ determines an automorphism 8’ of 
F,./y,(F,,). As in the case n = 0, 8’ is induced by an automorphism rp’ of 
Fns which satisfies xi@ = xi for all i E Zn 52’. Let l’ be the automorphism 
of F satisfying xJ = xiv’ for all i E 52’ and xic’ = xi for all i E Z\Q’. Then it 
is easy to verify that <’ is a lifting of (Z’, A, a). 
3. THE NILPOTENT CASE 
In this section we shall prove Proposition 1 for an arbitrary nilpotent 
variety. As before, let F be a free group with infinite basis {xi: ie Z}. We 
shall need the following elementary result which is easily derived from 
Corollary 2.2 of [ 11. 
LEMMA 2. Let c be a non-negative integer and let A be a finite subset of 
I. For each iE A let wi be an element of y*(F). Then there is an automorphism 
/? of F/y,+,(F) such that (xiyc+,(F))/3=xiwiyE+,(F) for all ieA and 
(XiYc+l(F))P=xiYc+,(F)for alliEZ\A- 
Let !B be any nilpotent variety and write I’= B(F). Let Z and A be 
subsets of Z such that Tn A is empty, A is finite, and Z\(Zu A) is infinite. 
Let a be an automorphism of F/V such that (xi V)a = xi V for all i E ZY We 
shall prove that (Z’, A, a) can be lifted. 
Let c be the nilpotency class of ‘13; that is, c is the least non-negative 
integer such that yc + r(F) c V. We shall use induction on c. The cases c < 1 
were dealt with in Section 2. So assume that c> 2 and that the result is 
true for c- 1. 
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Consider the automorphism cx’ induced by CI on F/y,(F) V. By the induc- 
tive hypothesis there exists a tinitary automorphism <, of F such that 
xi<,=xi for all ierand (x,~,)y,(F)V=(x,y,(F)V)a for all iEA. Let 01, 
be the automorphism of F/V induced by {, , and write ~1~ = aa; I. It is easy 
to verify that if g, is a lifting of (r, d, a2) then t2t1 is a lifting of (r, A, a). 
Therefore it sufhces to prove that (r, A, az) can be lifted. 
Let a’, and a; be the automorphisms induced on F/y,(F) V by a1 and a?, 
respectively. Then, for all iE A, 
(xiYc(F) +; = (Xi<l) Y,(F) I’= (xiYc(f’) W.‘. 
Thus, for all iE A, (x,y,(F) V)a; = xiy,(F) V, and so there exists WOE y,(F) 
such that (xjV)a, =x,w,V. By Lemma 2 there is an automorphism B of 
F/Y=+~(F) satisfying (x,y,+,(F))/?=.~~w~y,+~(F) for all ieA and 
(~~y~+~(F))p=x,y,+,(F) for all iEI\A. It suffices to show that (r, A, p) 
can be lifted, because every lifting of (f, A, /I) is a lifting of (r, A, a*). 
An automorphism t of F will be called an IA-automorphism if 
xirgxiyz(F) for all FEZ. A lifting which is an IA-automorphism will be 
called an IA-lifting. To complete the proof of Proposition 1 we shall show 
that (r, A, fi) has an IA-lifting. This is the content of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1’. Let c be a positive integer, c 2 2. Let r and A be subsets 
of I such that Tn A is empty, A is finite and I\(Tu A) is infinite. For each 
SEA, let w6 be an element of y,(F), and let fl be the automorphism of 
FIy,+O’) satisfving (x~Y~+~(J’))B= x6wayc+,(F) for all 6~ A and 
(x,y,+,(F))/?=x,y,+,(F) for all icZ\A. Then (r, A, /3) has an IA-lifting. 
Proof Clearly we may assume that A is non-empty. For each 6 E A we 
can write w6 = v6, i vg,* . . . v~,~(~), where each vg,* (1 < il< r(6)) is a left- 
normed commutator of the form [xi,, xi*, . . . . x,], where i,, il, . . . . i, EZ. For 
each 6,1, let j?6,A be the automorphism of F/y,+,(F) satisfying 
and 
for all ie Z\(b). Let j?r, j12, .. . . /I, be the automorphisms /?d,L taken in some 
arbitrary order. Then it is easy to verify that /I = /Ii b2 . . . /I,. Suppose that, 
for each 1, (r, A, PA) has an IA-lifting tl, and let r = <, t2 . . . r,. Using the 
fact that each rl is an IA-automorphism, it is easily verified that r is an 
IA-automorphism and, for all i E A, 
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It follows that 5 is an IA-lifting of (f, A, /I). Thus it suffices to consider the 
case where /I = /?6,1 for some 6, A. Therefore we may assume that there are 
elements 6 of A and i,, i2, . . . . i, of I such that 
and (xiyr+ ,(F))P = XiYc+ i(F) for all ic Z\(6). We shall use induction on c. 
We first consider the case c = 2. If i, # 6 take c to be the automorphism 
of F satisfying x6< = x6[xi,, xi21 and xi< = xi for all irs Z\{S}. If i, = 6 take 
r to be the automorphism of F satisfying x6< = x,[xi,, x,;‘] and xi< = xi 
for all ic Z\(6). In both cases, 5 is an IA-lifting of (Z’, A, j?). 
Now assume that c > 2 and that the result is true for smaller values of c. 
ChoosejEZ\(Tu Au {il, . . . . i,}). By the ind u ive hypothesis there exists a ct’ 
hnitary IA-automorphism r’ of F such that x,<’ = Xi for all iE r, 
and (xi<‘) y,(F) = xiy,(F) for all icz A\(6). Let 5” be the automorphism of 
F satisfying xjt” =xi[xi,, xi21 and Xit;n =xi for all iEZ\{j}, and let 
g= [‘<“({‘)-’ (r”)-‘. Clearly 5 is a tinitary IA-automorphism of F and 
xi< = xi for all ie Z. It is easy to verify that 
and (~~~‘~“)y,+~(F)=(x~~“~‘) y,+,(F) for all iczA\{d}. It follows that 
(~~~)y,+,(F)=(x,y,+~(F))~ for all iEA. Thus < is an IA-lifting of 
(Z, A, 8). This completes the proof of Proposition 1’. 
4. TRANSFINITE INDUCTION 
In order to facilitate the proof of Proposition 2 we shall prove a lemma 
which is essentially a reformulation of the finitary lifting property. Let F be 
a free group with infinite basis {xi: i E Z}, as before, and, for every subset Q 
of Z, write Fn = (xi: ic Q). 
Suppose that B is a subset of I and 5 is an automorphism of Fo. 
If {hi: iE O} is a family of elements of any group H and p is the 
homomorphism from Fn to H satisfying xip = hi for all ic 0, then 
{x&: i E Q} is another family of elements of ZZ. We denote this family by 
N&{h,: ieB}). (H ere N, may be thought of as a generalised type of 
“Nielsen transformation.“) It is easily verified that if H is relatively free and 
{hi: iEQ} is a basis for H then N,({h,: icf2)) is another basis for H. 
Let %I be any variety with the tinitary lifting property and let G = F/V 
where V= B(F). 
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LEMMA 3. Let I and A be subsets of I such that In A is empty, A is 
finite, and I\(Zu A) is infinite. Suppose that {h,: iEZ} and {hi.: iE I} are 
bases of G such that hi = hz for all i E I, Then there exists a subset 52 of I, 
where Iv A s Q and Q\(ru A) is finite, together with an automorphism 5
of F,, such that xi 5 = xi for all i E I and 
N,({hi: iEQ})= {hi: iEZ) u {hi: ied} u {h;: iEQ\(Tu A)}, 
where {h;: iEQ\(ru A)} is some family of elements of G. 
Proof Let p be the homomorphism from F to G satisfying xip = hi for 
all i E I. Then p induces an automorphism fi of G satisfying (w V)p = wp for 
all w E F. Let a be the automorphism of G satisfying (xi V)u = hi.8 ~ ’ for all 
i E I. Thus (xi V)a = xi I/ for all i E r. By the finitary lifting property there is 
a linitary automorphism 5 of F satisfying xi< = xi for all i E Z and (x,r) V= 
(xi V)a for all ic A. It follows that xi5p = h: for all ie A. Since < is finitary 
there exists a subset Q of Z where Tu A s 0, Q\(ru A) is finite, and Fo is 
invariant under r. We regard &j as an automorphism of Fo. The result 
follows by taking h; =x& for all ie Q\(ru A). 
If w is any element of F we shall write W to denote the corresponding 
element WY of G. Thus {Xi: iE Z} is a basis for G. Let 13 be an 
automorphism of G. To prove Proposition 2 we have to prove that 19 is 
induced by an automorphism of F. For each iE Z write a, = Xi@ Thus 
{ ai: ie Z} is a basis for G. 
Let IC be the least ordinal with cardinality equal to that of I. Thus K is a 
limit ordinal. Without loss of generality we can assume that Z= rc. We shall 
show the existence of subsets S,, Tn of Z (for all A E I) and elements yi, zi of 
F (for all i E I) such that the following conditions are satisfied for all A E I. 
(i) UjCl Si’ T,cS,. 
(ii) Si\lJjCn Sj is finite. 
(iii) jESA for allj<A. 
(iv) {zi: iES1} is a basis for (xi: iES1). 
(v) { yi: iE T,} is a basis for (zi: ie T1). 
(vi) Yi=ai for all iE T,\UjGl Tj. 
Suppose that such sets and elements can be found. Then, by (i) and (iii), 
Ui E, S1 = UA E, Ti = I. Hence, by (iv), { zi: i E Z} is a basis for F, and hence, 
by (v), ( yi: i E Z} is a basis for F. Therefore there is an automorphism cp of 
F such that x,cp = yi for all i E Z By (vi), yi = a, = Xi0 for all i E I. Therefore 
rp induces 9 on F/V, as required. 
We shall use induction to prove that for each A E Z there exist subsets S,, 
Ti. of Z satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) and families { zi: i E S,\Uj< 1 Sj} and 
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o e ements ~h~fj~dTJ.\Ujri Tj> f l of F such that (iv), (v), and (vi) are 
We take SO and TO to be the empty set. Then for 1= 0 conditions (i)-(vi) 
are trivially satisfied. Now let v be any non-zero element of Z and suppose 
that sets S1 and T2 with associated elements of F satisfying conditions 
(i)-(vi) exist for all 1< v. If v is a limit ordinal we define S, = Uj< y Sj and 
Tv=Uj<, Tj. Then conditions (ib(vi) for 1= v are easily verilied. Thus we 
may assume that, for some ordinal p, v = p+ 1. 
By a straightforward inductive argument using conditions (i)-(iii) it can 
be proved that, for all J < v, either S1 and 1 are both finite or they have the 
same (infinite) cardinality. By the choice of Z, ,u has cardinality less than 
that of I. Since Z is infinite it follows that Z\S, is infinite. 
By the inductive hypothesis, {Zi: i E S,} is a basis for (Xi: i E S, ) and 
(ai: iez T,} is a basis for (Zi: io T,). Hence {ai: io T,} u {zi: i~s,\T,,} is 
a basis for (Xi: YES,,). Hence 
{ui: ie T,} u {Zi: h!$,\T,} u {&: ieZ\S,) 
is a basis for G. Also, {a,: i E Z} is a basis for G. By the inductive 
hypothesis, S,\T,, is finite. Also, as seen above, Z\S, is infinite. Therefore, 
by Lemma 3 (with Z= T, and A = S,\T,), there exists a subset T,, 1 of Z, 
where S,,s T,,, and T,+,\S, is finite, together with an automorphism t
of F,+,, such that xi< = xi for all iE T,, and 
N5({ai:i~T,+,})={ai:i~T~}u{~i:i~Sp\T~}u{bi:i~T~+~\S~}), (1) 
where the bi are certain elements of G. 
As seen above, {ui: io T,} u {Zi: ieS,\Tp} is a basis for (Xi: ieS/,). 
Hence, by (l), {Xi: iESp} u {bi: icz T,+,\S,} is a basis for (a,: ie T,,,). 
Hence 
{Xi: iESp} u (bi: iE T,+,\S,} u {ui: iEZ\Tp+l} 
is a basis for G. Also, (Xi: ig I} is a basis for G. By the choice of T,, , , 
T,, ,\S, is finite. Hence Z\T,, + 1 is infinite. Therefore, by Lemma 3, there 
exists a subset S,, , of Z, where T,, 1 E S, + , and S,, ,\T,+ , is finite, 
together with an automorphism <’ of Fsp+, such that xi<’ = xi for all i E S, 
and 
={~i:i~S,}u{bi:i~Tp+l\S,}u{c~:i~S,+~\T,+~}, (2) 
where the ci are certain elements of G. By extending S, + , if necessary we 
may clearly assume that ZJ E S,, , . It is now easy to verify conditions 
(i)-(iii) for I = p + 1. 
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We define a family {z, : i E S, + ,\S,} of elements of F by 
NS’({Xi:iES,+l})={Xi:iES,}u{zi:iES,+*\S,}. (3) 
By the inductive hypothesis, {zi: i E S,} is a basis for (xi: ie S,). Hence, 
by (3), {Zi:iESp+I) is a basis for (xi: i E S, + 1 ). This is condition (iv) for 
2 = p + 1. In particular, {z, : i E T, + i > is a basis for a free group. 
By the inductive hypothesis, (y,: in T,} is a basis for (zi: in T,). Now 
define a family {y,: in T,+,\T,) of elements of F by 
N,-~({y,: ie T,} u {zi: iE T,+,\T,}) 
= {yi: ic T,} u {y,: iE T,+,\T,}. (4) 
It follows that { yi: i E T, + i } is a basis for (zi: i E T,, + i ). This is condition 
(v) for 1=~+ 1. 
Let n be the natural homomorphism from F to F/V. Applying 7~ to (3) 
yields 
Nc~({~i:i~S,+~))={Xi:i~S,}u{Zi:i~S,+l\Sp}. 
Hence, by (2), Zi = bi for all i E T, + i\S,. Applying K to (4) now yields 
N,-I( {ui: iE T,) u {Zi: ie S,\T,} u (bi: in T,, ,\S,}) 
= {ui: ie T,} u {ji: ie T,+,\T,}. 
Hence, by (l), ji = ai for all in T, + l\Tp. This is condition (vi) 
for jl=p+ 1. 
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